The bulk of Franklin scholarship seems to have been mainly concerned with the fate of the last expedition—a subject of diminishing returns, though sustained by the hope that journals may come to light in an overlooked cairn, or that the hull of one of the ships may be located, raised from the depths, and found to contain a crucial secret. By refreshing contrast, Nanton devotes only a small fraction of space to the last expedition, totally shunning the attendant conjecture, and focuses mainly on the two somewhat neglected land expeditions which Franklin led in the 1820s. However, to give a sense of perspective and continuity, Nanton sensibly includes a brief summary of Franklin’s early adventures at sea under Nelson and Captain Fleder, his period as governor of Tasmania, and salient features of his private life. There is also an appendix containing recent evaluations of Franklin’s achievements, one of them adverse, since, inevitably, no explorer can escape at least the occasional mud pie thrown by fashionably iconoclastic critics, though in this case Franklin is left with only a faint smear on his countenance.

Nanton’s general approach is more that of a sympathetic chronicler and alert copy editor than of an interpretative historian. He derives his text almost exclusively from Franklin’s own published account of his land expeditions, quoting from them at length verbatim, paraphrasing, or simply summarizing, at will with no comment. On the whole, the narrative is quite well stitched together, though it is hard not to feel that Nanton could well have improved some of the climaxes by direct quotation rather than summary, even if Franklin’s prose is seldom fully adequate
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